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Samuel Hieronymous Grimm, c. 1784. ‘The Entrance to the Prison Chamber at Lincoln, under the NW tower of the cathedral’. One
man is shown holding the ladder while others, adventurous antiquaries, cautiously climb up and in through the narrow entrance
to explore the chamber.  © The British Library Board. Shelfmark: Additional MS 15541 Item number: f.79

Antiquarian Topographical Prints & Drawings 1550-1850
(as they relate to castles)

Part One:  Introduction - 1550-1790
‘Bringing Truth to Light’
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The Art of Topography

Topography can be defined as the practice of describing
in detail a particular building, place, city or town, or the
features of a locality. The topographical ‘View’ or
‘Prospect’, as it was often called, had a fairly continuous
development in Britain in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, initially influenced to a great extent
by the work of foreign (mainly Dutch, Flemish and
Bohemian) artists working in Britain from the 1630s.
The topographer’s brief was to record with honesty, clarity
and accuracy the essential information about a place or
building. In 1801, J. H. Fuseli, lecturing in his capacity as
Professor of Painting to students at the Royal Academy
schools dismissed topography or the ‘Real view’ of Nature
as ‘that kind of landscape which is entirely occupied with
the tame delineation of a given spot’. Instead he
recommended to his students the Ideal landscapes of
‘Titian, Salvator Rosa, the Poussins, Claude, Rubens,
Elseheimer and Wilson [which] spurns all relation to this
kind of mapwork’.¹ His comments emphasised the gulf that,
at the turn of the century (c. 1800), was still perceived by
some artists that differentiates the work of the more noble
‘Ideal landscape’ painter from that of the lowly topographer.
Unlike the painter of ‘Ideal’ landscapes (who was free to
manipulate and orchestrate his material for aesthetic ends),
the topographer was required to transcribe ‘the simple
literal truth.’² Thus the typical early topographical watercol-
our tended to be either a panorama or a bird’s-eye view, in
which the maximum amount of information could be
conveyed; it was invariably presented in ‘clear daylight,
unobstructed by clouds or shadows’, which were deemed
to detract from the honest presentation of factual informa-
tion; it often included attendant figures, perhaps pointing
at ruins, but serving as decorative adjuncts or ‘staffage’. The
emphasis was on careful draughtsmanlike drawing and
penwork, with colour kept to a minimum, and washes,
mainly monochrome, applied in broad, clean, unmodulated
layers (hence the expression ‘tinted’ drawing) which ren-
dered it suitable for translation into an engraving.
Most of the true map-makers, topographical artists, and
sketchers (some of whom often also developed and
combined their skills as etchers and engravers) are covered
in Part One, and about 30-40 practitioners are covered in
brief biographical detail, with examples of their work.
It was only from about the middle of the eighteenth
century with the appearance of Paul Sandby (1731-1809)
and his brother Thomas (1721-98), that the topographical
watercolour first began to develop into a more expansive,
multi-dimensional and expressive branch of landscape
painting, yet still fully topographical in its detail and clarity.
Sandby, Francis Towne, Thomas Hearne and Grimm are
dealt with in Part Two, but similar examples can be seen
in Part I, in Canaletto’s work, and Francis Grose’s
Antiquities contains a good number of works by Sandby.
Here three features combined to elevate the ‘real view’
beyond the tame, the ordinary or commonplace. First, the
artist felt he could more freely select the viewpoint, rather
than convey the most information, which would enable
him to create the most interesting composition - making
it more dynamic yet remaining informative. The artist was

still able to innovate but was limited if he or she was
employed in a formal capacity and their record was
destined to reach  a wider audience in the form of a print.
Second, the potential of the watercolour medium for the
depiction of light and atmosphere became increasingly
evident. The vagaries of the weather were more closely
observed and better understood so that the topographer
could use a fuller range of naturalistic effects, borrowing the
soft and varied light of the ‘Ideal’, especially Claudean
landscape painting; see, for example, Mary Ward, Part One.
Third, the topographer could choose to introduce well-
observed and realistically rendered figures, which, rather
than serving as mere staffage, could be seen to interact
with their environment and contribute to a sense of place
and lively animation in everyday activities. It is a skilful
and sensitive use of the human figure that is, arguably,
the most important ingredient in the best topography.
So the story of the British topographical print in the
seventeenth to nineteenth centuries is a story of change in
both techniques and taste. The first etcher of real distinction
was Wenceslaus Hollar. The collection of prints (and some
oils) in the following pages is necessarily selective, dealing
with medieval castles, buildings or groups of buildings within
towns and cities. The collection is presented chronologically,
which allows the observer to see evolving change in social
attitudes, dress, styles, ‘techniques and taste’.
Topography has often been regarded as a sort of poor
relation, inferior to landscape, history painting and
portraiture. Fuseli continued his argument. These ‘tame’
views, he argued, ‘might please the owners of the acres
depicted, and the inhabitants, the antiquary or the
traveller, but to every other eye they are little more than
topography’. He might have been dismissive of this
‘tame’ art form, but today, antiquaries, architectural
historians and archaeologists, highly value early maps,
bird’s-eye views and prints, usually from copper-plate
engravings -  for they can reveal  much about a building
or castle that has gone through a process of constant
change, through war, ‘improvements’ in new defensive
ideas, social change and the vagaries and excesses of
spendthrift owners and neglectful dereliction.  They are
used throughout this essay to illuminate long-lost
changes, and in helping in bringing truth to light.
The story starts with the valuable archive of sixteenth-
century manuscript drawings from the Sir Robert Cotton
collection at the British Library and records the early
county and country-wide map-makers of the early
seventeenth century. Regarding prints, some artistic
personages are highlighted above others, not necessarily
because they were the best exponents, but because of the
influence they had on the course of artistic development
- Hollar, Francis Place, the Buck brothers, George Vertue.
Part One concludes with an overview of the contribution
made by women antiquaries from the 17th century.
¹ J. Knowles, The Life and Writing of Henry Fuseli, London 1831,

II, p. 217. The context was with reference to oil painting, but
no doubt he would have held the same views about
topography in watercolour.

² R & S. Redgrave, A Century of Painters of the English School’,
London,. 1866, I, p. 374
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Fig. 1. The frontispiece to a manuscript ‘Book of Poems’ by Charles d'Orleans (d. 1465). It includes an illustration of the Tower of
London, where Charles spent many of his 25 years in imprisonment.  The White Tower, forebuilding, and St. Thomas’s Tower,
(Traitors’ Gate) are clearly recognisable in the foreground of the panorama of London that precedes a French poem entitled Des
Nouvelles d’Albyon (News from Albion). This is the earliest known topographically accurate view of the city, (dated to c. 1500 or
earlier) and the castle is depicted here as part of the centre of England’s power and wealth. The Thames, busy with ships, flows
past Custom’s House, and London Bridge connects the city to the South. © Trustees of the British Museum, Royal MS 16 F II.

Late Medieval Drawings (manuscripts).
The following pages set the scene for the artistic capabilities and sensibilities of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries prior
to  and during the invention of the printing press and the facility to produce multiple etchings and prints. It was an era of
manuscript, maps and surveyor bird’s-eye views, accelerated by Henry VIII’s desire to re-fortify ports and coastline. The
British Library’s Cotton archive is a principal resource for most of these outstanding sixteenth century plans and views.
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Fig. 2. Bird’s-eye view of  the castle and town of Carrickfergus, c. 1560. © British Library Board. Cotton MS Augustus, I.ii. 42.  Pen, ink
and watercolour. This image was used in CSGJ20, 2016-17, p. 218. ‘Recent research on Carrickfergus Castle’, Gormley / McNeill.

The principal thrust in the evolving skills of Tudor
draughtsmen and military engineers was harnessed in the
cause of national defence. Many of the following manuscript
maps and bird’s-eye views were prepared at royal command
and had a military or naval purpose. In many cases the direct
focus of the maps were on the sea-ports, rather than on the
defences of a local castle. This is particularly true of Dover.
There are four of five mid-16th-century drawings of the castle,
each different, some perhaps in error, but all showing how
difficult it was to grasp the complexity of Dover’s layout. On
the other hand, features that are included on those ‘platts’ or

The early-to-mid sixteenth century - manuscripts - bird’s-eye views and ‘platts’

ground-plans, where today there is no vestige remaining
and archaeological survey has not, at present, been
invoked to investigate, should not be dismissed as
fictional or imaginary.  Some examples to follow are
offered to the reader where early plans are more than
likely to be correct, and where early topographers have
captured buildings that can now be proved to have
existed. This is most certain when not one, but a variety
of topographical artists draw or sketch similar features in
the same locations at similar times, independent of each
other’s work.  See figs. 3, 4, 5, 12, 13.
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Fig. 4. Dover harbour and castle, 1541, by Richard Cavendish. © British Library Board. Shelfmark: Cotton Augustus I.i f.26.  For details
of the castle plan, top right, see: fig. 5. http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/d/001cotaugi00001u00026000.html

Fig. 3. Proposals for a New Harbour at Dover. 1532. Vincenzo Volpe. Watercolour / Pen and Ink / Parchment / © British Library
Board. Shelfmark: Cotton, Augustus I.i.19.  535 × 1360 mm. The focus is on the harbour, not the castle, but a close-up of the Volpe
castle section does highlight some lost features (as seen and discussed elsewhere - see fig. 13).
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As noted, in Tudor Britain, under Henry VIII (1491-1547)
the country was subject to many military / coastal map
surveys,¹ as illustrated above. The Cotton Augustus
manuscript archive at the British Library contains
important early-to-mid 16th century drawings and surveys
by Richard Lee, Richard Cavendish, Vincenzo Volpe,
Thomas Digges, and other military engineers. It also
came under increasingly close topographical or
chorographical studies of a non-militarised kind. In the
wake of John Leland’s countrywide explorations of ‘things
very memorable‘ in his Itinerary of the 1530s and 1540s
(Leland notes 490 certain castles in his Itinerary), educated
Tudor gentlemen took to topography in some numbers.
The best known work at the time, master-antiquary
William Camden’s (1551-1623) survey Britannia (first
published in 1586, in Latin, but not illustrated with maps
until later, covered the whole kingdom. More often than
not surveys did not reach beyond a single county.
Illustrations were little used in the printed texts until the
early 17th century. Even before that time, however, the
advances of topographical scrutiny in county surveys
generated a variety of pictorial material reflecting the
historical interests of those who were undertaking  specific
work: Roman antiquities, pedigrees, coats of arms,
churches and their monuments, maps and  bird’s-eye

Fig. 5. Dover castle c. 1541 (detail of fig. 4). Likely
to be the work of Richard Cavendish. Drawn in
inks and watercolour on parchment it depicts
improvements to the town, castle and outlying
buildings. It was produced by a commission
created by Henry VIII in January 1541, who were
to ‘be overseers of the water works at Dover and
to procure materials and workmen for the same’.
British Library Shelfmark: Cotton Augustus I.i f.26.
Length: 91cm Width: 87cm. The castle bird’s-eye
view from the SW is one small part of the
document and has been greatly enlarged. Whilst
the number of curtain towers has been
exaggerated, the outer ward barbican, in front of
the Constable’s Gate is clear and well defined,
and corresponds to the images drawn by Hollar
100 years later. © British Library Board. See:
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbri
t/d/001cotaugi00001u00026000.html

Fig. 6. A  plan of Newcastle-upon-Tyne., c. 1545, drawn by Gian Tomasso Scala. War with France had resumed in 1542 and 1545 saw the
English and French Fleet meet in Spithead, the Mary Rose had sunk and the French landed on nearby Isle of Wight. In the 1540s Henry VIII
employed several Italian military engineers, and here on the map the inscriptions are in Italian. Reflecting concerns with defence, the castle,
churches and town fortifications are individualised but the houses, of less military significance, receive generic presentation. © British Library,
Shelfmark: Cotton Augustus I. ii, Item number: f.4.  Used in CSGJ 31, 2017-18, p. 186.

Fig. 7. Canterbury, 1588,
William Smith, one of 15
‘portraitures’ of English towns.

Mid-to-late sixteenth century

charts etc. Much of the topographical work of the ‘learned &
langwaged’ Herald, William Smith – a colourful figure who was
in his time merchant, traveller, herald and cartographer -
concentrated on the County Palatine of Chester. But for ‘The
Particular Description of England….1588’, which survives among
the manuscripts of the Sloane collections (Sloane MS 2596), (fig.
7) he illustrated the text with ‘portratures’ or ‘picture maps’ of
the sixteen chief cities of England. In similar style and colouring
though done in a surer hand are the drawings by surveyor John
Norden of the royal estates in Berkshire made for James I in 1607.
His view of Windsor Castle has it laid out in the detailed bird’s-eye
aerial manner to be expected of a surveyor and proficient
map-maker. Norden had a grand
plan for a systematic set of
illustrated county surveys to rival
Camden's Britannia and Saxton‘s
Atlas (1579), but he lived to see
only Middlesex and Hertfordshire
in print. Other 16th century artists
covered in the following Catalogue
include Antonis van den
Wyngaerde, Georg Braun & Frans
Hogenberg, Ralph Agas, and John
Bereblock all working in England
from the 1560s-1600.
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Fig. 8. William Lodge, (one of the York virtuosi and friend of Francis Place), Clifford’s Tower, York, 1680s. ‘As it stood before it was
blown up in 1684’. Plate coloured c. 1736+. Engraved by W. H. Toms c. 1736. Published by Thomas Cooper (1869-1937), "History of
York Castle", 1911. See British  Museum Ref:  Museum  1850,0223.962.

The engraver Daniel King was associated with the illustrations
of a number of 17th century topographical works including
the Vale Royall of England of 1656. This featured a survey of
Cheshire by William Smith and William Webb, and included
also ‘An Excellent Discourse on the Isle of Man’ by James
Chaloner. King’s (or Hollar’s) drawings for the ‘Discourse’ are
to be found in a sketchbook in the BL collections (Shelfmark:
Add MS 27362). Mainly views of fortifications, they are seen
as  rather stiff, uncomplicated and uncoloured, but as befitted
work whose main function was a guide to the engraver.

Like other British artists of the
mid-17th century, King was
greatly influenced by Wenceslaus
Hollar (1607-77), a Bohemian
(Czech Republic) draughtsman of
skill and quality, but more impor-
tantly a leading exponent of the
continental genre of ground-level
‘Prospects’ and ‘landskips’ using
pen-and- colour wash.  He was

one of Europe's greatest original etchers of the 17th
century. He first studied etching techniques under Mat-
thäus Merian in Prague. Shortly after 1636, the touring
English earl of Arundel employed Hollar as his topograph-
ical engraver, and later invited the artist to return to his
English estate with him. With the exception of an eight
year absence in Amsterdam, Wenceslaus Hollar spent the
remainder of his life in England, leaving a masterful artistic
record of the times and of his talents. His influence was
significant and drawings and sketches of castles (e.g.
Windsor, Kenilworth and Queenborough) are known to
have been drawn or sketched from multiple ‘Prospects’ or
compass points allowing the viewer an all-round appreci-
ation of the scope of the monuments. As a draughtsman
he was unpretentious, undramatic yet keenly observant;
his work is sensitively detailed with a conviction of total
accuracy. Hollar's art covers portrait, costume, topograph-
ical and architectural subjects. Today he is regarded as a
master etcher in all these fields. Hollar, and the arrival of
many Dutch and German artist-engravers in the 1630s
accelerated the quality of output and advanced the artistic
and technical skills of English painters and engravers,
including Hollar’s close associates David Loggan and
Francis Place (see below). Hollar may have been the first
to introduce the concept of adding ‘the man with the

Seventeenth century -  topographical etchings and engravings - King, Hollar and Place
pointy stick’ to his topographical work, giving scale and some
human interest to his views.²  This feature became ubiqui-
tous within the Buck drawings in particular and others,
including Grose’s Antiquities and S. H. Grimm in the latter
half of the 18th century. It seems to culminate in the mid
19th century with the advent of photography. Last of the
line included the under-rated artist T. H.  Fielding (British
Castles; a Compendious History of the Ancient Military
Structures of Great Britain, 1825).
After 1638, William Dugdale, along with antiquary Roger
Dodsworth (1585–1654), in their joint late great work, the
Monasticon Anglicanum and Dugdale’s histories of Warwick-
shire and of St Paul's, Dugdale employed the talents of both
Hollar and Daniel King. In almost every case the drawings
illustrating Monasticon Anglicanum work are the earliest
known of the churches, cathedrals and other religious
buildings they record. Dodsworth corresponded and proba-
bly met the redoubtable Lady Anne Clifford (1590-1676), to
discuss antiquarian and genealogical matters, and she can
probably be counted as the first woman  antiquarian (see
the catalogue entry on women antiquarians, pp. 71-77).
In the period 1660s-1720, Francis Place was another signifi-
cant and influential English-born topographical artist, who,
like the shadowy Daniel King, was strongly influenced initially
by Hollar (they were both members of the York virtuosi, along
with William Lodge, Ralph Thoresby, Piers Tempest and
Martin Lister). Recent academic research by Helen Pierce³ into
his travels beyond England (France, Ireland, Scotland, Wales)
and his ouevre, has been able to revise our perception and
estimation of the scope, volume and quality of his field
sketch-work. His life, interests and output are covered in more
detail in the biographical entry (below) along with 14 exam-
ples of his work in connection with medieval  antiquities.
Examples of his topographical work are now published, or are
available online, more frequently than hitherto, and in many
cases these are often the earliest extant views of a site or a
townscape known. As a consequence much can be learnt of
various buildings’ fabric condition and a more precise record
of their architectural history can be assembled. English Herit-
age have increasingly included Place views in their guide-
books, e.g. Rochester, Barnard, Dunstanburgh, Middleham,
Scarborough, Clifford’s Tower and Richmond castles. There is
scope to include a few more (e.g. Pickering). His individual
biographical entry includes a non-exhaustive list of museums
and galleries where Place sketches can be found and viewed.
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From 1717 the newly re-established Society of
Antiquaries (SAL) sponsored the publication of fine
engravings and its members individually acted as
enthusiastic patrons, collectors and critics. The SAL were
patrons of Samuel and Nathaniel Buck (1696-1779)
artist-topographers who continued to cater for this
growing market of the learned and curious. The British
Library possesses Samuel's earliest surviving work, a
sketchbook of his home county, Yorkshire, made on a
series of tours between 1719 and 1723. These rough
pen-and-ink sketches of country houses and town
prospects were commissioned by John Warburton
(Lansdowne MS 914, f. 192), whose grand scheme was
to produce a Yorkshire county history. Warburton’s
project proved too ambitious and came to nothing; but
Samuel Buck was able to use his sketches in later
enterprises with his brother and his notebook remains a
valuable architectural record.
Between 1726 and 1753 the Buck brothers undertook a
vast nationwide project to illustrate ‘the venerable
remains of about 400 castles, monasteries, palaces, etc,
in England and Wales’, producing  a total of 428 plates.
The Buck prints were occasionally drawn at the request
(and payment) of the owner, so they would sometimes
exaggerate a building or an ostentatious feature that the
owner wanted to highlight. In addition, the perspective
is sometimes unusual and distorted - often attenuated -
in so far as there are features and buildings that could
not have been seen with the naked eye or camera from
that particular viewpoint, but which are brought in or
unfurled out from the background. Rather like unfolding
a tin to see it all round on one face. In addition other
buildings are reduced in size in order to overstate the
grandiosity of their prime view. Such artifice is
acceptable, but some of the Buck views – they used other
artists - are of variable artistic quality and of questionable
topographical integrity. Nonetheless they are all key

Early-to-mid eighteenth century - the Buck brothers and Stukeley
historical documents that can often inform the viewer of
style, dress, architecture and structural features now lost.
They also produced no less than 83 town prospects. The
town prospects are outstanding works of art.⁴ In this they
had the assistance of a number of other artists who were
rather more skilful than they themselves. Typically,
summers were spent travelling and drawing, winter in
engraving and spring in publishing. The works issued in
this instalment fashion were later published in collected
form by publisher Robert Sayer as Buck's Antiquities
(1774). Even today the Buck engravings are among the
best known of all topographical studies. As might be
expected, the volumes of extra-illustrated county
histories in the British Library are well supplied with Buck
engravings as have been many popular castle guidebooks.
It should be noted, however, that more recent and revised
castle guides, particularly in the well-known English
Heritage series have rather de-emphasised their use, in
search of earlier prints by Francis Place and other
topographical views where applicable. Less well known
are the occasional preparatory drawings in ink and wash:
the collection of illustrations to Hasted’s History of Kent,
for example, includes drawings of Tunbridge Priory, and
of the castles of Walmer, Saltwood and Leeds.
Buck’s series of views that make up their Antiquities were
one of the early expressions of the neo-Gothic or ‘Gothic
revival’ movement which was to slowly spread through the
country from the middle of the eighteenth century, aided
and abetted by antiquary William Stukeley (1687-1765), the
first secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, and who
engaged the Bucks’ with various commissions. Eventually, it
encouraged greater sensibilities toward nature and historical
landscapes. Its effect was to change public taste from the
orderliness of renaissance Classical rigidity and symmetry to
the wild and untamed, the ruinous and the romantic, and it
made its mark in all art forms from building and painting to
sculpture and landscape gardening.

Fig. 9. The south Prospect of Dover (castle) in the County of Kent. Samuel & Nathaniel Buck, Plate 21. Prospect of Britain. 1739.
(240 x 770 mm). (Heavily cropped). The view is taken from a ship at sea. ‘Key: 16: St James church, 17: castle, 18: Moat’s Bulwark;
19: A curious gun 24 feet long’. (Queen Elizabeth’s ‘Pocket Pistol’, cast in Utrecht in 1544, now under protective cover). Of the Outer
/ Middle Ward, monuments included in the view that are recognisable are: Peverell’s Tower/Gate; then clockwise: Harcourt
Tower/Gate; Water Tower (with gabled roof); Colton’s Tower; Pharos and church; windmill (without sails).
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Among the fashions that the Gothic revival inevitably
overtook was the kind of meticulous aerial ‘estate
portrait’ familiar from the engraved work of such men
as the Dutchmen Leonard Knyff and Johannes (Jan) Kip:
(Britannia Illustrata: Or Views of Several of the Queens
Palaces, and Also of the Principal seats of the Nobility
and Gentry of Great Britain, Curiously Engraven on 80
Copper Plates, London), (1707, published in the winter
of 1708–9). With comprehensive, precise and formally-
drawn picture-maps, which give aerial prospects or bird’s
eye views of the substance of a landed gentleman’s acres
- his tidy house, his straight, level walks and his Baroque,
symmetrical, manicured gardens, they capture the
essence and aspirations of the English aristocracy at the
beginning of the eighteenth century. New preferences
reacted not only against the formality of the subject
matter of such portraits but also against their rather
clinical presentation: better now for the old manor house
to be glimpsed across informal picturesque parkland
rather than from between ordered ranks of trees.

Fig. 11. The ruins of Pevensey Castle on a hill, Francis Grose,  August 1782. ©  British Library Board ’ Shelfmark: Maps K.Top.42.58.f.

Fig. 10 Badminton - formal gardens. Kip & Knyff, 1708

Leonard Knyff, Johannes (Jan) Kip, Francis Grose and Edward King
The antiquarian topographers played a leading role in either
reflecting or promoting ‘Gothic’ appeal and sympathies.
Conspicuous in their ranks was the rotund soldier-scholar and
army paymaster Francis Grose, an affable and good-natured
character and member of the Society of Antiquaries, whose
popular eight-volume Antiquities of England and Wales was
published between 1773 and 1787 (plus Scotland - two
volumes, 1789, and Ireland - two volumes, 1791). It was a work
which he unashamedly aimed at the popular market.  It is
lavishly illustrated with the work of several good, well-known
topographical artists (usually referred to as draughtsmen);
these included Thomas and Paul Sandby, Moses Griffith,
Daniel Lysons, Samuel Hieronymus Grimm, and Antonio
Canaletto (the latter in Vol. VI Warwickshire, opp. p. 16).
The early volumes include many of his own drawings and, later,
even those of his valet or amanuensis Thomas Cocking, where
Grose included 20 of his plates in the two Scotland volumes  -
“It is necessary to inform the reader that the following views
were drawn under my inspection, by my servant…a young man
who promises to make an accurate draughtsman” (Vol. 1,
Introduction - Postscript p. xix). These included Marchiston
Tower, Machlin, Auchincass, Boyne, and Den Miln (Denmylne)
castles. It also included John Carter, surveyor, historian,
draughtsman and architect, and a vociferous early advocate
of the revival of Gothic architecture. Altogether there are over
700 engravings and of those, castles, mostly ruinous, total
about 255. The plates normally only state the name of the
publisher (Hooper) and the engraver. The artist is recorded
only in the Introductory index to each volume.  See: S. Bending,
‘Every man is naturally an antiquarian: Francis Grose and polite
antiquities’, in Tracing architecture: the aesthetics of
antiquarianism, (ed. D. Arnold and S. Bending, 2003).

A contemporary of Grose was Edward King (1734/5–
1807), a controversial man who published what can claim
to be the first illustrated monographs on English castles,
Vestiges of Oxford Castle; or, a small fragment of a work
intended to be published speedily on the History of Ancient
Castles, London, 1796;  followed by his major work entitled
Munimenta Antiqua; or, Observations on ancient Castles,
including remarks on the…progress of Architecture…in
Great Britain, and on the…changes in…Laws and Customs
(with Appendix), 4 vols. London, 1799–1806. King’s
analysis is often ambiguous, but it is only fair to note that
the ruins he witnessed were overgrown and largely
undervalued except in a Romantic sense. Nevertheless,

even in his own lifetime his observations, for example, on the
origins of the arch, were sometimes fiercely criticised. In 1784,
King, then the Society of Antiquaries retiring President, declared
that one of the principal aims of the Society (or, indeed, any
antiquary) should be to ‘bring truth to light’, a statement, which
is, hopefully, not one that is controversial. A mention must be
made of James Moore, who, in 1786 and 1798 brought out a
directory: ‘A list of the Principal Castles and Monasteries in Great
Britain’. The later edition lists 530 castles and fortified towers.
‘His book is an independent work, and a very remarkable one
for its period’ (David. J. Cathcart King, Castellarium Anglicanum,
1983, Vol. 1, xi). They all promoted the desire to travel, explore,
examine and ‘bring truth to light’.
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Fig. 12. W. Hollar - Dover castle from the west c. 1640s. (See also fig. 60) and, right, the Richard Cavendish survey (fig. 5, detail),
Illustrating the substantial barbican of the outer bailey built in the 1220s, along with the Constable’s Gate.

Fig. 13. Left: Vincenzo Volpe, painter to Henry VIII, ‘Proposal for a New Harbour at Dover’. British Library, Shelfmark: Cotton, Augustus
I.i.19. c. 1532. Right: Michel van Overbeek, 1650 ©The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Ref: PD.553-1963. Middle bailey with
steep-sided earthen bank almost like a revetted motte. See: https://collection.beta.fitz.ms/id/object/4937. Accessed: 2021-01-01
17:40:10. The Volpe view shows Colton’s Gate with crenellated curtain around the ‘Middle Bailey’ enclosing Church and Pharos.  Was
the low building marked C the college of canons? It is missing on the 100 year later later Overbeek view. Overbeek also shows the
Penchester Tower (marked a) (now lost).

 Fig. 15. A little more  detail of the Willem Schellinks view of c. 1662, following the receipt of a larger jpg file from the Austrian National
Library, Vienna: See fig. 82.

Fig. 14 . The White Tower. Detail of the octagonal stair turret to the White Tower forebuilding - As seen in the Wenceslaus Hollar etching
(see also fig. 57).

C

In the last ten years much greater accessibility to museums,
galleries and documentary archives has been opened up
through greater investment in image digitisation. Institutions
such as the British Museum, British Library, Yale Center for
British Art, the Royal Collection Trust and the national galleries
and libraries of Wales and Scotland, have made great strides
in presenting their huge stocks of hitherto storeroom
collections (i.e. not on display) into public view. Many allow

 Bringing truth to light

onscreen high-definition enlargement of images to a degree
unknown before, allowing intense scrutiny of views, prints, book
plates and other overlooked details. Some of the drawings of
castles recently located and examined highlight architectural or
earthwork features no longer present and never discussed,
either in castle guidebooks or monographs. Much can still be
found with diligent and intelligent research and a few early
‘discoveries’ are highlighted below:

a
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Fig. 16. Newcastle upon Tyne - the town’s
‘Close Gate’. Place evidently named this
wrongly as the West Gate, (which is
further north) but additional research
shows it to be the (now demolished) Close
Gate near the river and 50 yards from the
cylindrical ‘Riverside’ tower. The
gatehouse was built in the mid 14th
century, one of six main fortified gates.
There is (or was) no known drawing of the
Close Gate gatehouse from the exterior
until a careful study was made of fig. 16.
See also fig. 98.

Part II
Part I of the essay concludes with Francis Grose and Edward
King and a short discourse on the little-researched subject of
women artist antiquarians from 1630 to 1830, starting with
Lady Anne Clifford. To follow (Part II), is an account of the
golden age of water-colourists when artists honed their skills
and eventually went beyond capturing an objective record of
an actual building or place into the visionary and often imagi-
nary romantic realms of artists like J M W  Turner.  Purely
topographic artists seemed to morph into Romantic landscape
artists during this period of overlap. So we next move into the
refined art of Paul Sandby, Richard Wilson, Thomas Hearne
and many others until the mid 19th century; some still remain-
ing true to their honest topographical sensitivities. Entries for
artists that follow will include those who continued to have a
specific interest in capturing the detail and landscape setting
of castles, yet with greater painterly and draughting skills⁵:
Northamptonshire: Peter Tillemans (1684-1734)
Richard Wilson (1714-1782).
Thomas Badeslade (active c. 1719–1750)
Thomas Pennant (1726-1798)
James Lambert (1725-1788)
James Basire  (1730-1802)
Samuel Hieronymus Grimm (1733-1794)
Paul Sandby (1731-1809)
Thomas Hearne (1744-1817)
Michael Angelo Rooker (1746-1801).
Moses Griffith (1749-1819)
Sir Richard Colt Hoare (1758-1838).
John Britton (publisher), (1771-1857)
Edward Dayes (1763-1804)
James S. Storer (publisher) (1771-1853)
Thomas Girtin (1775-1802)
J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851)
William Woolnoth (1780-1837) & E. W. Brayley (1773-1854)
John Varley (1778-1842)
John Sell Cotman (1782-1842)
David Cox (1783-1859)
Edward Blore (1787-1879)
Henry Gastineau (1791-1876)
John Chessell Buckler (1793-1894)
Herefordshire: Thomas Bonnor (1798-1815)
R W Billings (1813-1874) (Scotland)
Turner, T. H. and Parker, J. H. (Publishers),
Shropshire: F. Stackhouse-Acton,  T. Dineley - Ludlow
Monmouthshire: William Coxe (1747-1828).
I am indebted to my colleagues Peter Burton and Dr. David Mercer
for seeking out new and sometimes rare and obscure prints and
drawings included in the catalogue and for commenting on the text
and captions. Particularly for their analysis and discussions on archi-
tectural features that have come to light in the course of this study.

¹    For an assessment and overview of Henry VIII’s and later military
surveys and charts see the British Library’s short online papers:
Anthony Gerbino: The paper revolution: the origin of large scale
technical drawing under Henry VIII  and Ann Payne’s: The military
tradition  (both in the British Library’s ‘Picturing Places’  digitised
initiative). All use the unique archive of maps and prints in the Sir
Robert Cotton (1571-1631) manuscript collection, the most
important collection of manuscripts ever assembled in Britain by
a private individual. The Cotton ‘Augustus’ papers house an
impressive series of 16th- and 17th-century maps and documents.

² Hollar’s  topographical etchings, and later artists - Daniel King,
Buck, Grose, Grimm, are notable not just for the ancient ruins they
depict but also for their foreground “staffage”, the small figures
invariably included for scale or atmosphere who are shown
exploring the site or simply going about their daily business – men
fishing in the rivers, or attending flocks and herds and scholars
chatting by the chapel. The most common figures to be found in
these prints are the gentlemen antiquaries with their ever-present
pointy sticks. This phenomenon might go back as early as the
mid-sixteenth century with landscape depictions by the Dutch
artist Matthys Cock (1509-1548) in the 1540s (e.g. Landscape with
Castle above a Harbour, National Gallery of Art, Washington,
Accession No: 1978.19.2). Occasionally there are well-dressed lady
equivalents holding a riding crop (see Stukeley fig. 109 or Grose
figs. 151, 152). By the end of the 18th century, a rigid cane had
replaced the sword as an essential part of the discerning
gentleman’s wardrobe (seen in the Braun & Hogenberg examples).
Walking sticks became an important indicator of social status and
a way for a gentleman to display his wealth or status - sticks were
elaborately and expensively crafted with silver, ivory or jewelled
handles. As biographical  entries show, the most important use of
a gentleman’s walking stick was to point out knowledgeable
matters of interest to a friend, a lady companion, or even the  dog.

³  Helen Pierce: Francis Place (1647-1728 and his collection of
works on paper, 2020; Francis Place (1647-1728 and his early
sketches of Wales, (Curious Travellers).

⁴   See: A Prospect of Britain - The Town Panoramas of Samuel
and Nathaniel Buck, 1994, Ralph Hyde, Pavilion Books.

⁵ In defense of topographical artists, J L Roget (History of the Old
Water-Colour Society, 1891) stated: ‘The fact of an old topographic
print’s being stiff and devoid of the sensuous charm of beauty
need not disentitle it to respect as a characteristic embodiment
of the important features of the place or object depicted. The
producers of such works were content to describe in the simple
graphic language of their day the outward appearance, not only
of the objects, but of the people among whom they lived, cos-
tumed as they really were, and engaged in their ordinary pursuits
.No doubt there is enough to despise in our ancestors’ conception
of the picturesque beauties of the land; but we at least learn from
these topographers what were regarded in ‘their time as its
prominent features. They indicate, even by omissions, to what
kinds of visible objects public interest was then chiefly confined’.

Notes


